
AFM, invented1 and introduced2 in 1986, can be

viewed as a mechanical profiling technique that

generates three-dimensional maps of surfaces by

scanning a sharp probe attached to a cantilever over a

surface. The forces that act between the tip of the

cantilever and the sample are used to control the

vertical distance. AFM’s potential to reach atomic

resolution was foreseen in the original scientific

publication2 but, for a long time, the spatial

resolution of AFM was inferior to the resolution

capability of its parent technique, STM. 

The resolution limits of STM and AFM are given by the

structural properties of the atomic wavefunctions of the

probe tip and the sample. STM is sensitive to the most

loosely bonded electrons with an energy at the Fermi level,

while AFM responds to all electrons, including core electrons.

Because electrons at the Fermi level are spatially less

confined than core electrons, in theory AFM should be able

to achieve even greater spatial resolution than STM. Today,

experimental evidence is emerging where, in simultaneous

AFM/STM studies, AFM images reveal even finer structural

details than simultaneously recorded STM images. 

The experimental advances that made high-resolution

AFM possible began with the introduction of frequency-

modulation AFM (FM-AFM). Here, the cantilever oscillates at

a fixed amplitude and frequency is used as a feedback signal.

Early implementations of FM-AFM used Si cantilevers with a

typical spring constant of 10 N/m, which oscillate with an

amplitude on the order of 10 nm. The spatial resolution was

increased by the introduction of quartz cantilevers with a
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stiffness on the order of 1 kN/m, allowing the use of

subnanometer amplitudes. The direct evaluation of higher

harmonics in the cantilever motion has enabled a further

increase in spatial resolution. 

Because AFM can image insulators as well as conductors, it

is now a powerful complement to STM for atomically

resolved surface studies. Immediate applications of high-

resolution AFM have been demonstrated in vacuum studies

relating to materials science, surface physics, and surface

chemistry. Some of the techniques developed for ultrahigh-

vacuum AFM may be applicable for increasing AFM resolution

in the ambient or liquid environments that are necessary for

studying biological or technological specimens.

Principles of AFM operation
AFM1,2 can be viewed as an extension of the toddler’s way of

‘grasping’ the world by touching and feeling, as indicated in

Fig. 1 of Binnig and Rohrer’s article3, where a finger profiles

an atomic surface. Likewise, one could argue that stylus

profilometry is a predecessor of AFM. However, AFM and

stylus profilometry have as much in common as a candle and

a laser. Both generate light and, even though candles are

masterpieces of engineering4, the laser is a much more

advanced technological device requiring a detailed knowledge

of modern quantum mechanics5. While stylus profilometry is

an extension of human capabilities that have been known for

ages and works by classical mechanics, AFM requires a

detailed understanding of the physics of chemical bonding

forces and the technological prowess to measure forces that

are several orders of magnitude smaller than the forces

acting in profilometry. 

Only the spectacular spatial resolution of STM could

trigger the hope that the force acting between an STM tip

and a sample might lead to AFM capable of true atomic

resolution. Established in 1981, the STM was the first

instrument to allow surface imaging with atomic resolution

in real space6,7. The atomic imaging of the 7×7

reconstruction of Si (111) by STM in 19838 later helped to

solve one of the most intriguing problems of surface science

at that time and establish the dimer-adatom-stacking fault

model of Takayanagi et al.9. The atomic resolution capability

of STM provided immediate evidence for the enormous value

of this instrument as a tool for surface scientists. 

STM can only be used on conductive surfaces. Given that

many surfaces of technological interest are conducting or at

least semiconducting, this may not seem a severe

shortcoming. One might think that an STM should be capable

of mapping a metallic surface under ambient conditions.

However, this is not feasible because the pervasive layer of

oxides and other contaminants that occurs at ambient

conditions prevents stable tunneling conditions. Electrical

conductivity is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a

surface to be imaged by STM with atomic resolution, because

the surface needs to be extremely clean on an atomic level.

Except for a few extremely inert surfaces such as graphite,

atomic resolution is only possible in an ultrahigh vacuum

with a pressure on the order of 10-8 Pa and special surface

preparation. 

The invention of the AFM by Binnig1, and its introduction

by Binnig, Quate, and Gerber2, opened up the possibility of

obtaining true atomic resolution on conductors and

insulators. Indeed, it took only a short time after the AFM’s

invention before apparent atomic resolution on conductors10

and insulators11-13 was obtained. While these early results

reproduced the periodic lattice spacings of the studied

samples, single defects or step edges were not observed. Also,

the forces that acted between tip and sample were often

orders of magnitudes larger than the forces that a tip with a

single front atom was expected to be able to sustain. It was

commonly assumed, therefore, that many tip atoms

interacted with the surface at the same time in these early

experiments. The difference between apparent and true

atomic resolution of a tip with many atomic contacts can be

illustrated by a macroscopic example. When profiling an egg

crate with a single egg, its trajectory would represent the

overall periodicity of the crate as well as each dented hump

or a hole. However, when profiling one egg crate with

another egg crate, again its periodicity would be retained but

holes or dented humps would pass undetected. A similar

effect can occur when an AFM tip probes a surface. As long as

single defects, steps, or other singularities are not observed,

clear proof for true atomic resolution is not established. 

Even though atomic resolution was hardly ever achieved in

the initial AFM experiments, the technique was readily

accepted and found many technological and scientific

applications. The installed base of AFMs rapidly outnumbered

their STM counterparts. A recent survey14 of the ten most

highly cited publications in Phys. Rev. Lett. ranks the original

AFM publication2 at number four (4251 citations as of 

March 11, 2005 according to ISI) – in good company with
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other breakthroughs in theoretical and experimental physics

that have shaped our scientific life. Most of these citations

refer to AFM where the spatial resolution is ‘only’ in the

nanometer range, but the large number shows the vast range

of AFM applications. In spite of the rapid growth of AFM

usage, matching and even exceeding the spatial resolution of

its parent, STM, had to wait for new developments.

Challenges in achieving atomic
resolution 
The technological foundations for achieving STM with atomic

resolution (theory of electron tunneling, mechanical

actuation with picometer precision, vacuum technology,

surface and tip preparation, vibration isolation, etc.) were

probably available a few decades before 1981, but it took the

bold approach by Binnig, Rohrer, Gerber, and Weibel to

pursue atomic resolution in real space. Binnig and Rohrer

were rewarded with the 1986 Nobel Prize in Physics

(together with Ernst Ruska, inventor of electron microscopy). 

The challenges in gaining AFM with true atomic resolution

are even more daunting than the hurdles that troubled STM.

Fig. 1a shows a schematic view of a sharp tip for STM or AFM

close to a crystalline sample, and Fig. 1b is a plot of the

tunneling current and forces between tip and sample. When

tip and sample are conductive and a bias voltage is applied

between them, a tunneling current can flow. The red curve in

Fig. 1b shows the distance dependence of the tunneling

current It. The exponential decay of It with increasing

distance at a rate of approximately one order of magnitude

per 100 pm is the key physical characteristic that makes

atomic-resolution STM possible. Because of its strong decay

rate, the tunneling current is spatially confined to the front

atom of the tip and flows mainly to the sample atom next to

it (indicated by red circles in Fig. 1a). A second helpful

property of the tunneling current is its monotonic distance

dependence. It is easy to build a feedback mechanism that

keeps the tip at a constant distance: if the actual tunneling

current is larger than the setpoint, the feedback needs to

withdraw the tip and vice versa. 

In contrast, the tip-sample force Fts does not share the

helpful characteristics of the tunneling current. First, Fts is

composed of long-range background forces, depicted in light-

blue in Fig. 1b and originating from the atoms colored light-

blue in Fig. 1a, as well as a short-range component, depicted

in blue in Fig. 1b and confined to the atoms printed in blue in

Fig. 1a. Because the short-range force is not monotonic, it is

difficult to design a feedback loop that controls distance by

using the force. A central task to perfect AFM is, therefore,

the isolation of the front atom’s force contribution and the

creation of a linear feedback signal from it.

Even if it was possible to isolate the short-range force, a

more basic problem needs to be solved first: how to measure

small forces. For example, commonly known force meters,

such as precise scales, are delicate and expensive instruments

and even top models rarely exceed a mass resolution of 

100 µg, corresponding to a force resolution of 1 µN. In

addition, high-precision scales take ~1 s to acquire a weight

measurement, so the bandwidth is only 1 Hz. The force

meters in AFM, in contrast, require a force resolution of at

least 1 nN at a typical bandwidth of 1 kHz. 

Most force meters determine the deflection q’ of a spring

with given spring constant k that is subject to a force F with

F = q’/k. Measuring small spring deflections is subject to

thermal drift and other noise factors, resulting in a finite

deflection measurement accuracy δq’. The force resolution is

thus given by δF = δq’/k, and soft cantilevers provide less

noise in the force measurement. 

In contact-mode AFM, where the tip feels small repulsive

forces from the sample surface, the cantilever should be

softer than the bonds between surface atoms (estimated at

∼ 10 N/m) otherwise the sample deforms more than the

cantilever15. Because of noise and stability considerations,

spring constants below 1 N/m or so have been chosen for

AFM in contact mode. However, atomic forces are usually

attractive in the distance regime that is best suited for

atomic-resolution imaging (approximately a few hundred

picometers before making contact), and soft cantilevers

suffer from a ‘jump-to-contact’ phenomenon, i.e. when

approaching the surface, the cantilever snaps toward the

surface ending in an uncontrolled landing. While true atomic
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of tip and sample in STM or AFM. The diameter of a metal atom is

typically 0.3 nm. (b) Qualitative distance dependence of tunneling current, long-, and

short-range forces. Tunneling current increases monotonically with decreasing distance,

while total force reaches a minimum and increases for distances below the bond length.
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resolution by contact-mode AFM has been demonstrated on

chemically inert samples16,17, this method is not feasible for

imaging chemically reactive surfaces where strong, attractive

short-range forces act. Long-range attractive forces are

compensated in these experiments by pulling at the

cantilever (negative loading force) after jump-to-contact16 or

by immersing cantilever and sample in water to reduce the

van der Waals attraction17. Howald et al.18 partially solved

the reactivity problem by passivating the reactive Si tip with

a thin layer of polytetrafluoroethylene (teflon). The unit cell

of Si(111)-(7×7) was resolved, but atomic resolution was not

reported with this method of tip passivation.

In summary, AFM shares challenges already known in STM

and uses many of its design features (actuators, vibration

isolation, etc.), but nature has posed four extra problems for

atomic-resolution AFM: (i) jump-to-contact; 

(ii) nonmonotonic short-range forces; (iii) strong, long-range

background forces; and (iv) instrumental noise in force

measurements.

Frequency-modulation AFM
Dynamic AFM modes19-21 help to alleviate two of the four

major AFM challenges. Jump-to-contact can be prevented by

oscillating the cantilever at a large enough amplitude A such

that the withdrawing force on the cantilever given by k x A is

larger than the maximal attractive force22. Because the noise

in cantilever deflection measurements has a component that

varies in intensity inversely with frequency (1/f noise),

dynamic AFM modes are less subject to noise than quasistatic

operating modes. Nonmonotonic interactions and strong,

long-range contributions are still present. 

In amplitude-modulation AFM19, the cantilever is driven at

a constant frequency and the vibration amplitude is a

measure of the tip-sample interaction. In 1991, Albrecht 

et al.20 showed that FM-AFM offers even less noise at larger

bandwidth than amplitude-modulation AFM. In FM-AFM, 

a cantilever with a high quality (Q) factor is driven to

oscillate at its eigenfrequency by positive feedback with an

electronic circuit that keeps the amplitude A constant. 

A cantilever with a stiffness k and effective mass m has an

eigenfrequency given by f0 = 1/(2π) (k/m)1/2. When the

cantilever is exposed to a tip-sample force gradient kts, its

frequency changes instantly to f = f0 + ∆f = 1/(2π) (k’/m)1/2,

where k’ = k + kts (Fig. 2). When kts is small compared to k,

the square root can be expanded and the frequency shift is

simply given by20:

(1)

This formula is only correct if kts is constant over the

distance range from z - A to z + A that is covered by the

oscillating cantilever. 

The force gradient kts was probably almost constant within

the oscillation interval in the first application of FM-AFM in

magnetic force microscopy by Albrecht et al.20, where

recording media with magnetic transitions spaced by ~2 µm

were imaged using a cantilever with a stiffness of ~10 N/m

oscillating at an amplitude of ~5 nm. In contrast, in the more

recent application of FM-AFM in atomic-resolution AFM, kts

varies by orders of magnitude throughout the oscillation of

the cantilever. Using FM-AFM, true atomic resolution on

Si(111)-(7×7), a fairly reactive sample, was achieved in

199423. Fig. 3 shows the topographic image of this data,

where the fast-scanning direction is horizontal. The atomic

contrast is rather poor in the lower section, quite good in a
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Fig. 2 (a) Schematic of a vibrating tip close to a sample in a dynamic AFM. The tip-sample

forces Fts cause a detectable change in the oscillation properties of the cantilever. 

(b) Mechanical equivalent of (a). The free cantilever with stiffness k and effective mass m

has an eigenfrequency f0 = (k/m)1/2/2π. The bond between tip and sample with stiffness

kts alters the resonance frequency to f = ([k + kts]/m)1/2/2π. When the oscillation

amplitude of the cantilever is large, kts can vary significantly within one oscillation cycle,

requiring averaging.

Fig. 3 First AFM image of a reactive surface showing true atomic resolution: Si(111)-

(7×7) reconstruction. Parameters: k = 17 N/m; A = 34 nm; f0 = 114 kHz; ∆f = -70 Hz; 

Q = 28 000; and scanning speed = 3.2 lines/s. Environment: ultrahigh vacuum, room

temperature. (Reprinted with permission from23. © 1995 AAAS.)



narrow strip in the center, and vanishing in the top section.

These changes in contrast are the result of tip changes,

indicating fairly strong interaction during the imaging

process. A piezoresistive cantilever made of Si24, as shown in

Fig. 4a, with a stiffness of 17 N/m was used to obtain this

image. The amplitude of the cantilever can be freely adjusted

by the operator and, while it was planned to use the

thermally excited amplitude25 (~10 pm), the empirically

determined optimal amplitude values were always around 

10 nm – a similar order of magnitude as the value of 

A = 34 nm used in Fig. 3. The chemical bonding forces that

are responsible for the atomic contrast in AFM imaging of Si

have a range on the order of 100 pm26, so the amplitude is

340 times as large. 

The requirement of such a large amplitude is in stark

contrast to intuition. Imagine an atom magnified to a size of

an orange with a diameter of 8 cm. The range of the bonding

force is then only 4 cm or so. The front atom of the

cantilever approaches from a distance of 20 m and only in

the last few centimeters of its oscillation cycle does it feel

the attractive bonding forces from the sample atom next to

it. On the other hand, force gradients can be quite large in

chemical bonds. According to the well-known Stillinger-

Weber potential27, a single bond between two Si atoms has a

force gradient of kts ≈ +170 N/m at the equilibrium distance

of z = 235 pm and kts ≈ -120 N/m when the two Si atoms are

at a distance of z = 335 pm. Because of the relatively large

values of interatomic force gradients, even cantilevers with a

stiffness on the order of 1 kN/m should be subject to

significant frequency shifts when oscillating at small

amplitudes28. Nevertheless, the large-amplitude FM-AFM

technique has celebrated great successes in imaging 

metals, semiconductors, and insulators with true atomic

resolution29-33.

Optimal imaging parameters
In order to understand why these large oscillation amplitudes

are necessary, a quantitative analysis of the physics of large-

amplitude FM-AFM is necessary, starting with a calculation of

frequency shift for large amplitudes. If kts is not constant

over one oscillation cycle, eq 1 no longer holds and a

perturbation theory, such as the Hamilton-Jacobi theory34,

can be used to find the relationship between frequency and

tip-sample forces22. Other perturbative approaches have

confirmed the result35-38, and an instructive representation

of the formula is:

(2)

This equation is key to a physical understanding of 

FM-AFM, allowing evaluation of the impact of various force

components on ∆f, the experimental observable. At first

glance, the large-amplitude result resembles eq 1, where

kts(z) is replaced by an averaged value. The average force

gradient is computed by convoluting kts(z) in the interval 

z - A to z + A with a semispherical weight function. The

weight function has its maximum at u = 0, a distance A away

from the minimal tip-sample distance. The minimal tip-

sample distance zmin is an important parameter in any STM

or AFM experiment because, while a small value of zmin is

desirable for optimal spatial resolution, both tip and sample

can be damaged if zmin is too small. We can now ask, if we

keep zmin constant and vary A, what happens to our signal,

the frequency shift ∆f ? The answer is given in eq 2: as long

as the gradient of the tip-sample interaction kts remains

constant as the tip of the cantilever moves over a z-range

from zmin to zmin + 2A, ∆f stays constant. However, as A

reaches the decay length λ of the interaction, the frequency

shift drops sharply at a rate ∝ (λ/ A)3/2. It turns out39 that,

for amplitudes larger than λ, ∆f is no longer proportional to

the force gradient, but to the product of force and the square

root of λ (or, equivalently, to the geometric average between

potential and force40). In FM-AFM with amplitudes large

compared to the interaction range, it is useful to define a

quantity22 γ = ∆fkA3/2/f0. The ‘normalized frequency shift’ γ
connects the physical observable ∆f and the underlying forces

Fts with range λ, where γ ≈ 0.4Ftsλ1/2 (see eqs 35-41 in33).

For covalent bonds, the typical bonding strength is on the
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Fig. 4 Micrographs of (a) a piezoresistive cantilever24 and (b) a ‘qPlus’ sensor46 – a

cantilever made from a quartz tuning fork. The piezoresistive cantilever is 250 µm long, 

50 µm wide, and 4 µm thick. The eigenfrequency is 114 kHz, the stiffness 17 N/m, and the

Q factor in vacuum 28 000. The qPlus sensor has a typical eigenfrequency ranging from

10-30 kHz (depending on the mass of the tip), a stiffness of 1800 N/m, and a Q factor of

4000 in vacuum at T = 300K and 20 000 at T = 4K. One of the prongs is fixed to a large

substrate and a tip is mounted to the free prong. Because the fixed prong is attached to a

heavy mass, the device is mechanically equivalent to a traditional cantilever. The free

prong is 2.4 mm long, 130 µm wide, and 214 µm thick.
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order of -1 nN with λ ≈ 1 Å, resulting in γ ≈ -4 fNm1/2, where

a negative sign indicates attractive interaction. The crossover

from the small-amplitude approximation in eq 1 to the large-

amplitude case in eq 2 occurs for amplitudes on the order of

the interaction range λ.

Eq 2 determines the influence of the oscillation amplitude

on the third AFM challenge: the disturbing contribution of

long-range forces. Imagine an AFM tip at a minimal distance

zmin = 0.3 nm from a surface, where the total tip-sample

force is composed of a chemical bonding force with an

exponential distance dependence and a given range, plus a

long-range force with the same strength and a ten times

longer range (see Table 1 for details). In large-amplitude AFM

(here, A > 1 nm), the signal is proportional to γ, and the long-

range contribution to ∆f is (1 nm/100 pm)1/2, or

approximately three times larger than the short-range

contribution. For small amplitudes (here, A < 100 pm), ∆f is

proportional to the force gradient and the long-range

component is only 100 pm/1 nm, or 1/10 of the short-range

contribution. Therefore, small-amplitude AFM helps to reduce

the unwanted contribution of long-range forces.

Even stronger attenuation of the unwanted long-range

contribution would be possible if higher-order force

derivatives could be mapped directly. For example, if we

could directly measure ∂2Fts/∂z2, the long-range component

would be only 1/100 of the short-range contribution. For a

direct mapping of the third-order gradient ∂3Fts/∂z3, the

relative long-range component would reduce to a mere

1/1000. Higher force gradients can be mapped directly by

higher harmonic AFM, as described below.

Because the forces that act in AFM are small, optimizing

the signal-to-noise ratio is crucial for obtaining good images.

Frequency noise in FM-AFM is inversely proportional to

amplitude19,20,33,41. As discussed above, the signal stays

constant until A reaches λ and drops proportional to (λ/A)3/2

for larger amplitudes. Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio is

maximal for amplitudes on the order of the decay length of

the interaction that is used for imaging42. For atomic

imaging, amplitudes on the order of 100 pm are expected to

be optimal. As a conclusion of these calculations, we find that

the use of small amplitudes A ≈ λ would have two

advantages: (i) increased signal-to-noise ratio42; and 

(ii) greater sensitivity to short-range forces33.

So, why was it not feasible to use small amplitudes in the

initial experiments? Two reasons, related to the mechanical

stability of the oscillating cantilever, can be identified. First,

jump-to-contact is prevented if the withdrawing force of the

cantilever when it is closest to the sample given by k x A is

larger than the maximal attraction22. Second, because tip-

sample forces are not conservative43, random dissipative

phenomena with a magnitude of δEts cause amplitude

fluctuations42,44 δA = δEts/(kA). Both problems can be

resolved by using cantilevers with sufficient stiffness.

Stability considerations propose a lower threshold for k that

depends on the tip-sample dissipation as well as the Q factor

of the cantilever. Because the frequency shift is inversely

proportional to the stiffness (eqs 1 and 2), k should still be as

low as permitted by the stability requirements. 

Stiff cantilevers were not available when we realized their

potential advantages; therefore, we built cantilevers with a

stiffness of k = 1800 N/m from quartz tuning forks44-46 (Fig.

4b). A secondary advantage of quartz cantilevers is their

greater frequency stability with temperature, which leads to

lower frequency drift, particularly if a quartz-stabilized

frequency detector is used (we used the EasyPLL by

Nanosurf®, Switzerland). Other small-amplitude approaches

with stiff, home-built W cantilevers have been demonstrated

by the Erlandsson47 and Pethica48-50 groups. 

As predicted by theoretical considerations, the stiff

cantilever allows use of subnanometer amplitudes, resulting
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Table 1 Short- and long-range contributions to AFM signals in different operating modes. 

AFM method Physical observable Short-range contribution Long-range contribution Relative short-
range contribution

Quasistatic force 1 nN 1 nN 50%

Large-amplitude FM γ ≈ 0.4×force×√range 4 fNm1/2 12 fNm1/2 25%

Small-amplitude FM force gradient 10 N/m 1 N/m 91%

Higher-harmonic nth force gradient 10n+9(n-1) N/mn 109(n-1) N/mn ≈100%(1-10-n)

This model calculation assumes a chemical bonding force F(z) = F0e-z/λ with a strength Fshort range(zmin) = 1 nN and range λshort range = 100 pm, as well as an equally strong long-range

background force with Flong range(zmin) = 1 nN and a range of λlong range = 1 nm. Depending on the mode of AFM operation, the short-range part has a different weight in the total

interaction signal. Higher-harmonic AFM offers the greatest attenuation of long-range forces.



in an improved signal-to-noise ratio, strong attenuation of

long-range forces, and stable scanning at very small tip-

sample distances. For these reasons, spatial resolution is

increased, as shown in Fig. 5. The image shows a very clear

picture of Si with a defect and very large corrugation. The

adatoms of Si, which should be spherically symmetric, show

subatomic details that are interpreted as orbitals in the tip

atom51,52. This AFM image seems to show greater resolution

than what was known from STM. According to the ‘Stoll

formula’53, a theoretical estimate of the vertical corrugation

and, thus, the lateral resolution of STM images, two physical

parameters are crucial for the high spatial resolution of STM:

(i) the very short decay length of the tunneling current; and

(ii) a small tip-sample distance. Three likely reasons have

been identified that may explain why dynamic AFM might

provide better resolution than STM54: 

• In dynamic AFM, the minimal tip-sample distance can be

much smaller than in STM without destroying the tip

because the shear forces that act on the front atom during

scanning are much smaller in the oscillation phase where

the tip is far from the sample.

• When using large gap voltages, a variety of states can

contribute to the tunneling current, smearing the image. 

• Tip-sample forces also have repulsive components with a

very short decay length.

The first two characteristics can also be fulfilled in STM by

using a very small tunneling bias voltage and oscillating the

STM tip. Fig. 6 shows an image of Si obtained using dynamic

STM, where a Co6Fe3Sm magnetic tip was mounted onto a

qPlus sensor55,56. Each Si adatom looks like a fried egg with a

sharp central peak surrounded by a halo. The radius of the

central peak is only on the order of 100 pm, showing that

higher-momentum states57 must have been involved in this

image. The experiment was repeated with pure Co, Fe, and

Sm tips, and only pure Sm tips yielded similar images to 

Fig. 6. We conclude, therefore, that a Sm atom acts as the tip

atom in this experiment55. In atomic Sm, the electrons in the

highest occupied state are in a 4f state. If one assumes that

the electronic states at a Sm surface atom of bulk Co6Fe3Sm

are similar to atomic states in Sm, it appears likely that the

crystal field around the front atom creates a state close to

4fz3
symmetry that is responsible for the tunneling contrast.

Interestingly, very small tip-sample distances can only be

realized with oscillating tips. When the oscillation is turned

off, the current setpoint has to be reduced, otherwise the tip

would not survive the small tunneling distances.

Operation at small oscillation amplitudes not only results

in greater resolution, it also facilitates simultaneous STM and

AFM imaging. A straightforward implementation of combined

current and force measurements uses the constant-height

mode, where the z-position of the tip is held constant

relative to the plane connecting the surface atoms. A

simultaneous measurement of tunneling current and

frequency shift allows comparison of the forces and tunneling

currents. Fig. 7 shows the current and repulsive force on

graphite58 observed by simultaneous AFM and STM in

vacuum at liquid helium temperatures (4.9 K). STM only sees

the electrons at the Fermi level, while repulsive forces act

wherever the local charge density is high (i.e. over every

atom) for small enough distances. In graphite, only every

second surface atom conducts electricity, but every surface

atom exerts repulsive forces. Therefore, AFM ‘sees more’ than

STM and allows correlation of topography with local
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Fig. 6 (a) Dynamic STM image of the Si 7×7 reconstruction using a Co6Fe3Sm tip mounted

on a qPlus sensor. Parameters: k = 1800 N/m; A = 0.5 nm, f0 = 19 621 Hz; sample bias

voltage = -100 mV; and average tunneling current = 200 pA. Environment: ultrahigh

vacuum, room temperature. (b) Schematic of tip and sample states that can lead to the

experimental image shown in (a). The sample state is a dangling bond of a Si adatom with

3sp3 symmetry, while a Sm 4fz3
state is taken as the tip state. (Reprinted with permission

from55,56. © 2003 American Physical Society.) 

Fig. 5 AFM image of the Si 7×7 reconstruction with true atomic resolution using a stiff

cantilever. Parameters: k = 1800 N/m; A = 0.8 nm; f0 = 16.86 kHz; ∆f = -160 Hz; and 

Q = 4000. Environment: ultrahigh vacuum, room temperature. (Reprinted with permission

from51. © 2000 AAAS.)
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conductance. This method is promising for other materials

with more than one basis atom in the elementary cell59,60. 

While a strong bias dependence holds for atomic-resolution

STM61 as well as AFM images60,62, a pronounced difference is

that the tunneling current direction is not accessible in STM,

while the measured force direction is determined by the

cantilever’s orientation. Usually, AFM senses forces normal to

the surface, but it is also possible to perform lateral force

microscopy63 by measuring forces parallel to the surface. In a

quasistatic mode, lateral forces can be recorded

simultaneously with normal forces. In dynamic modes, it is

easier to rotate the attachment of the cantilever by 90° and

detect lateral forces. Fig. 8 shows a measurement of lateral

force gradients between a tip and a Si surface. Parallel motion

between tip and cantilever also allows the use of extremely

soft cantilevers to probe the limits of force resolution without

suffering jump-to-contact, as shown by Rugar et al.64 in

single-spin detection by magnetic resonance force microscopy.

Higher-harmonic AFM
Can we increase the spatial resolution of AFM any further?

When decreasing the amplitude from A >> λ to A << λ, the

frequency shift changes from a proportionality of Ftsλ1/2 to

Fts/λ. As outlined above, an experimental observable that is

proportional to a higher force gradient should allow even

higher spatial resolution than small-amplitude FM-AFM.

Luckily, there is a physical observable that couples directly to

higher force gradients. When the cantilever oscillates in the

force field of the sample, a shift in frequency is not the only

change in the cantilever’s motions. The oscillation of the

cantilever changes from a purely sinusoidal motion, given by

q’ = Acos(2πft), to an oscillation that contains higher

harmonics with q’ = Σ n
∞
=0 ancos(2πnft + φn). For amplitudes

that are large with respect to the range of Fts, the higher

harmonics are essentially proportional37 to ∆f. However, for

small amplitudes, Dürig65 has found that Fts can be 

recovered immediately within the distance range from zmin to

zmin + 2A if the amplitudes and phases of all higher

harmonics of the cantilever’s motion are known. Moreover,

higher harmonics bear even more useful information: direct

coupling to higher force gradients66. Similar to eq 2, we can

express the magnitude of the higher harmonics by a weighted

average of a force gradient – a gradient of order n > 1 this

time:

(3)

The weight function changes from the semispherical shape 

w∆f(u) = (1 - u2)1/2 in eq 2 to functions wn(u) = (1 - u2)n-1/2

that are more and more peaked with increasing n. For this

reason, the use of small amplitudes is of even greater

importance in higher harmonic AFM than in FM-AFM. The

magnitude of the higher harmonic amplitudes an is rather

small compared to the fundamental amplitude a1 = A;

therefore, higher harmonic AFM works best at low

temperatures, where the detection bandwidth can be set to

very small values.

The spatial resolution of AFM and STM is fundamentally

limited neither by the mechanical vibration level nor by

thermal vibrations, but by the spatial extent of the

experimental objects that are observed – electrons at the

Fermi level in STM67 and something close to the total charge

density in repulsive AFM68. When probing the resolution

limits of AFM, we first have to find an object with the desired

sharply localized electronic states. Pauling69 noted that

Fig. 8 (a) Topographic STM image of Si(111)-(7×7) where the tip is mounted on a lateral

force sensor. The tip oscillates with A ≈ 80 pm in the y-direction in the lower half of the

image; the oscillation is turned off in the upper half. (b) Corresponding lateral force

gradient. On top of the adatoms, the bond between tip and sample causes an increase in

frequency shift. Parameters: k = 1350 N/m; A = 80 pm (bottom), A = 0 (top); 

f0 = 10 214 Hz. Environment: ultrahigh vacuum, room temperature56.
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Fig. 7 (a) Constant-height STM image of graphite, and (b) simultaneously recorded AFM

image (repulsive). (c) Estimate of the charge density at the Fermi level (visible in STM),

and (d) total charge density (relevant for repulsive AFM) for graphite. Parameters: 

k = 1800 N/m; A = 0.3 nm; f0 = 18 076.5 Hz; and Q = 20 000. (Reprinted with permission

from58. © 2003 National Academy of Sciences, USA.) 



transition metals show a covalent bonding character and

should therefore expose lobes of increased charge density

toward their neighbors. Indeed, while the surface atoms of

W(001) expose a large blurred charge cloud at the Fermi level

for k-vectors perpendicular to the surface (Fig. 8 in70), the

total charge density shows four distinct maxima (Fig. 3 in70

and Fig. 3a in71). Fig. 9 shows a direct comparison of the

simultaneously recorded tunneling current and higher

harmonic amplitudes. As expected, the higher harmonic data

shows much greater detail.

Summary and conclusion
We have substantiated the enormous usefulness of AFM by

referring to the numerous references to the original

publication2 in the introduction. While most AFM

applications are currently not in the atomic-resolution

regime, the enhancement in spatial resolution is likely to

create value in most AFM studies in physics, chemistry,

biology, and materials science. 

Recently, true atomic resolution in FM-AFM has been

observed at ambient pressure in an N2 atmosphere72,

showing that some of the concepts of vacuum AFM are

applicable in ambient environments. Although STM resolution

can benefit from oscillating the tip, a concept that originated

in AFM, Fig. 9 shows that AFM has now clearly reached and

even surpassed the resolution capability of STM. Fig. 10

shows the evolution of AFM resolution from large-amplitude

AFM in 1994 (Fig. 10a) to small-amplitude AFM in 2000 

(Fig. 10b) and higher-harmonic AFM in 2004 (Fig. 10c). While

the structures within single atoms shown in Figs. 10b and 10c

originate in the front atom of the probe, there are other

examples where AFM shows more atomic details than STM

that establish the improved spatial resolution of AFM over

STM in special cases. These include the observation of the

rest atoms in Si(111)-(7×7)73,74 or the observation of all

dangling bonds on the Si/Ge(105) surface75. 

Atomic and molecular structuring has long been the

domain of STM, from the first demonstration of manipulating

single atoms76 to a variety of STM nanofabrication

methods77. Recently, it has been shown that atomic

manipulation by AFM is possible even at room temperature78.
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Fig. 9 Simultaneous constant-height STM (left column) and higher-harmonic AFM images

(central column) of graphite using a W tip. The right column shows the proposed

orientation of the W tip atom. The W atom is represented by its Wigner-Seitz unit cell,

which reflects the full symmetry of the bulk. We assume that the bonding symmetry of the

adatom is similar to the bonding symmetry of the bulk. This assumption is based on 

charge density calculations of surface atoms70,71. In the first row, the higher harmonics

show a two-fold symmetry, resulting from a [110] orientation of the front atom. In the

second row, the higher harmonics show a roughly three-fold symmetry, as expected for a

[111] orientation. In the third row, the symmetry of the higher-harmonic signal is

approximately four-fold, as expected for a tip in [001] orientation. Parameters: 

k = 1800 N/m; A = 0.3 nm; f0 = 18 076.5 Hz; and Q = 20 000. Environment: ultrahigh

vacuum, T = 4.9 K. (Reprinted with permission from66. © 2004 AAAS.)

Fig. 10 Progress in AFM spatial resolution showing images of single atoms. The lateral

scale in (a)-(c) is equal. (a) An adatom of the Si(111)-(7×7) reconstruction, showing up

as a blurred spot. (b) An adatom of the Si(111)-(7×7) reconstruction, showing

subatomic contrast originating in the electronic structure of the tip. (c) Higher-harmonic

image of a W atom mapped by a carbon atom. Parameters: (a) k = 17 N/m; A = 34 nm; 

f0 = 114 kHz, ∆f = -70 Hz; and Q = 28 000 (ultrahigh vacuum, room temperature); 

(b) k = 1800 N/m; A = 0.8 nm; f0 = 16 860Hz; ∆f = -160 Hz; and Q = 4 000 (ultrahigh

vacuum, room temperature); (c) k = 1800 N/m; A = 0.3 nm; f0 = 18 076.5 Hz; and 

Q = 20 000 (ultrahigh vacuum, T = 4.9 K), higher harmonic detection. (d) Schematic of a

Si(001) tip close to a Si(111)-(7×7) surface. Because of the large amplitude and a fairly

large minimum tip-sample distance, the blurry image (a) corresponding to this

configuration is approximately symmetric with respect to the vertical axis. (e) Similar to

(d), but at a closer distance. The angular dependence of the bonding forces is noticeable.

(f) W(001) surface close to a carbon atom in a graphite surface. The charge distribution in

W shows small pockets that are resolved by higher-harmonic AFM with a light-atom

carbon-probe. (Parts (c) and (f) reprinted with permission from66. © 2004 AAAS.)
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We have not been able to discuss the phenomenal success

of AFM in biology, a field with a much more immediate

impact on the human condition. It can be expected that at

least some of the concepts that have been developed for AFM

in vacuum will enable greater resolution in biological AFM

applications as well79,80. MT
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